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Abstract: The monovalent ions Na+ and K+ and Cl- are present in any living organism. The
fundamental thermodynamic properties of solutions containing such ions is given as the excess
(electro-)chemical potential differences of single ions at finite ionic strength. This quantity is key for
many biological processes, including ion permeation in membrane ion channels and DNA-protein
interaction. It is given by a chemical contribution, related to the ion activity, and an electric contribution,
related to the Galvani potential of the water/air interface. Here we investigate molecular dynamics
based predictions of these quantities by using a variety of ion/water force fields commonly used in
biological simulation, namely the AMBER (the newly developed), CHARMM, OPLS, Dang95 with
TIP3P, and SPC/E water. Comparison with experiment is made with the corresponding values for
salts, for which data are available. The calculations based on the newly developed AMBER force
field with TIP3P water agrees well with experiment for both KCl and NaCl electrolytes in water
solutions, as previously reported. The simulations based on the CHARMM-TIP3P and Dang95-
SPC/E force fields agree well for the KCl and NaCl solutions, respectively. The other models are
not as accurate. Single cations excess (electro-)chemical potential differences turn out to be similar
for all the force fields considered here. In the case of KCl, the calculated electric contribution is
consistent with higher level calculations. Instead, such agreement is not found with NaCl. Finally,
we found that the calculated activities for single Cl- ions turn out to depend clearly on the type of
counterion used, with all the force fields investigated. The implications of these findings for
biomolecular systems are discussed.

1. Introduction

Monovalent ions, such as Na+ and K+ and Cl-, are essential
to life. For example, the name of the channel protein that

conducts these ions across the membranes of cells is often
given by its selectivity for singe ions (e.g., sodium, potas-
sium, and chloride channels). All living processes occur in
the presence of the electrolyte solution with finite ionic
strength: solutions outside cells are mostly Na+ (about 0.14
molal or m)1 and inside cells mostly K+ and Cl- (0.14 and
0.1 m, respectively).2 Ions move through selective channels,3

where local ionic strength can be as large as 5 m4,5 and
rearrange dramatically in the formation of protein-, DNA-,
and RNA-protein complexes.6-8 Therefore, the thermody-
namics of single ions in the electrolyte solution at finite ionic
strength I is of great interest for biological systems.
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As we know from experiments, thermodynamic properties
of electrolyte solutions at moderate I (say 0.2 m) differ
already from the ideal properties found at I ) 0. Indeed,
ions, like Na+ and K+, differ because they are nonideal. They
have even more dramatically nonideal behavior at m ionic
strength.9 The key quantity describing the nonideal behavior
of single ions in ionic solution is the difference in excess
(electro-) chemical potential (µX

ex, X ) Na+, K+, and Cl-)
between solutions at finite I and those at I ) 0. This
difference, which we write as ∆µX

I, ex, is given by two
contributions: (i) the chemical part, which accounts for the
change of intermolecular interactions between the solution
molecules/ions at finite I compared to that at I ) 0;10 and
(ii) the electrical part, which is due to the electrostatic
potential inside the solution generated at the interface
between air and any thermodynamically stable solution. This
is the so-called Galvani potential.11,12

The calculation and the experimental determination of
∆µX

I, ex at finite I are cumbersome. In fact, in molecular
simulations approaches, such as Monte Carlo or molecular
dynamics, one has to apply periodic boundary conditions to
mimic macroscopic solutions; in these conditions, the non-
negligible contribution due to the Galvani potential must be
added.13,14 Although this quantity is defined mathematically
unambiguously, it can be calculated only in an approximate
way because of the well-known limitations of sampling and
force field accuracy in molecular simulations.15,16 In addition,
approximations must be necessarily introduced in the cal-
culations of long-range electrostatics.17-19 Experimentally,
it is not possible to separate the contribution of an ion from
that of its counterion(s) because experiments are necessarily
carried out on neutral macroscopic systems. Extra thermo-
dynamic assumptions are then necessary.20-23 Indirect
estimates are obtained by an analysis of different salts.24

Further complications might arise from deviations from ideal
conditions, which are usually assumed.11,12 These consider
the ions as point particles, independent of size and chemical
types of the ions, and the solution-air interface independent
of boundary conditions.25 In fact, the Galvani potential is
likely to depend on the size and chemical nature of the
particle. This fact is important for both theoretical and
experimental estimates. Next, for the latter, the Galvani
potential may depend also on complex effects specific to the
setups. In particular, the thermodynamic properties of the
interface may depend on finite-size effects and the presence
of boundaries. Finally, in some experimental setups, non-
equilibrium effects might be involved if flows are too slow
to equilibrate on the time scale of experiments. The last two
issues would arise in molecular simulation of the same
setups.

Here we investigate the variance among force fields in
predictions of ∆µX

I, ex of KCl and NaCl in aqueous solution
as well as the dependence of the predicted properties of Cl-

ion on its Na+ or K+ counterions. To this end, we performed
molecular dynamics simulation of the ions in solutions based
on a variety of force fields commonly used in biomolecular
simulations. These include the AMBER26 (the newly devel-
oped), CHARMM,27,28 OPLS,29 and Dang9530 in combina-
tion with SPC/E31 and TIP3P32 water models.

Prior of the prediction of ∆µX
I, ex, we explore the domain

of applicability of these force fields. This is a nontrivial issue
as these potentials are commonly calibrated by fitting to
quantities like ion hydration free energy at I ) 0 or the first
peak of ion-water radial distribution functions, which are
not sensitive to I.33 This means that the nonideal effects of
ions at finite strength are not considered in the parametriza-
tion. Because this issue cannot be addressed by considering
∆µX

I, ex for the reasons outlined above, we resort here to a
comparison between the predicted and experimental values
for NaCl and KCl salts, ∆µNaCl

I, ex and ∆µKCl
I, ex. For these, the

contribution from the Galvani potential vanishes.14,23 There-
fore, the properties of the air/water interface are not involved
in the evaluation of electrostatics. This makes the calculation
straightforward. In addition, experimental values are available
for neutral salts solutions, such as KCl and NaCl solutions.34

So far, such comparison has been made with the newly
developed AMBER force field and TIP3P water solutions.26

It is extended here to the other force fields listed above.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports the

thermodynamic quantities of interest in this work and the
computational details. Section 3.1 assesses the accuracy of
the force fields by a comparison of calculated and experi-
mental values for ∆µNaCl

I, ex and ∆µKCl
I, ex. Section 3.2 reports our

estimate of ∆µX
I, ex (X ) Na+, K+, and Cl-), while Section

3.3 reports the calculated electrical contributions to ∆µNa+
I, ex

and ∆µK+I, ex, for which corresponding values obtained by
higher level calculations are available. Section 3.4 describes
the dependence of the chemical contribution to ∆µCl-

I, ex from
the type of counterion. Section 4 discusses the implications
of our results for biological systems. Section 5 summarizes
the results.

2. Theory and Methods

2.1. Definition of Excess (Electro-)Chemical Poten-
tial Difference ∆µX

I, ex. The (electro-)chemical potential of
a monovalent ion X at finite I, µX

I , can be expressed as23,35

The reference chemical potential µX° is defined as the
chemical potential of the X ion (e.g., Na+) in an infinitely
diluted solution (i.e., its ionic strength I° f 0) of one of its
salts (e.g., NaCl) at room temperature and 1 atm pressure.

The activity coefficient of X is γX. It characterizes the
nonideal thermodynamic behavior of ions due to ion-ion
and ion-water interactions at at finite I. In the reference state,
γX is assumed to be 1. RT ln γX is usually referred to as the
chemical contribution to µX

I .
The Galvani potential at finite I is �I. It arises by bringing

an ion from an infinite distance into the interior of the liquid
phase.11 The charge number is z (e.g., z ) 1 for Na+). While
zF�I includes two parts: (i) the contribution of the Volta
potential, which vanishes if the solution bears no net charge
(as in our case);23 and (ii) the contribution due to the surface
potential generated by the specific dipole orientation of water
molecules and their quadrupole moments at the solution
interface.36-38 This provides a non-negligible contribution
to µX

I .14,23

µX
I ) µX

o + RTln
I

Io
+ RTln γX + zF�I (1)
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The excess (electro-)chemical potential which accounts for
the intermolecular interaction between solution molecule/
ions, is defined as10

µX
°, ex is the excess (electro-)chemical potential of the reference

state or the hydration free energy of ions, whereas �° is the
Galvani potential of liquid water.

The excess (electro-)chemical potential difference is then
given by difference between µX

I, ex and µX
°, ex

The practical calculation of zF(�I - �°) poses some
challenges. It is presented in the next section, along with
the straightforward calculation of RT ln γX.

The excess (electro-)chemical potential of a salt (e.g.,
NaCl) is easily obtained from the arithmetic average of the
contributions from cations and anions:

Notice that the contribution due to the Galvani potential
to ∆µNaCl

I, ex and to ∆µKCl
I, ex is zero because the electrolyte itself

is neutral, even though its component ions are not. In fact
zF(�I - �°) of Na+ (or K+) has the opposite sign of zF(�I

- �°) of Cl-.
2.2. Calculation of the Chemical Contribution to

∆µX
I, ex. RT ln γX has been calculated here from the well-

known thermodynamic integration (TI) approach39-41 and
its replica-exchange variant.42-44

In the TI approach, the Hamiltonian of our initial systems
(e.g., the NaCl or KCl solutions at a given ionic strength I)
is gradually perturbed by inserting an ion X, and the free
energy difference between the initial and final systems is
then calculated. The perturbation is commonly divided into
smaller windows by varying the coupling parameter λ from
0 to 1 in the Hamiltonian. RT ln γX is then obtained by
numerical integration of each λ window.

Here, U is the binding energy of the ion with the initial
system. 〈U〉λ is the ensemble average of the thermodynamic
force in each λ window.

As expected,14,26 the calculation of ∫0
1dλ〈U°〉°, λ converges

very well, and ∼1 ns of dynamics was indeed sufficient to
obtain excellent convergence. Instead, the calculation of
∫0

1dλ〈UI〉I, λ turned out not to converge on the same time scale.
This slow convergence may be caused by many reasons,
including the fact that ion pairing is nonzero at finite I45

and that the diffusion of ions is slower at finite I.46,47 Thus,
starting with different initial locations of the ion may give
different results. Because of these difficulties in convergence
and stability of simulations, we adopted the replica-exchange
variant of TI.42-44 This is expected to converge much more
efficiently.43,44 In fact, this was the case here (see Supporting
Information).

2.3. Calculation of the Electrical Contribution to
∆µX

I, ex. In molecular simulations with periodic boundary
conditions, the air-liquid interface is absent. The contribu-
tion zF(�I - �°) due to this interface potential is expected
to be significant48,49 and must be added. The magnitude of
the interface potential depends on the details of the way long-
range electrostatic calculations are calculated13,50 In the
conditions used here (P-sum or particle-based PME),51 the
interface potential can be estimated by molecular dynamics
simulations of a liquid slab with vacuum interface52-54 (See
Section 2.5 for details).

2.4. Finite Size Correction to ∆µX
I, ex. Additionally, one

should consider the finite size correction on the electrostatic
energy to the free energy calculations:17-19

where q is the testing ion charge, ε(0) is the static dielectric
constant, and �Ew ) -2.837297/L3, which comes from the
Madelung constant for a simple cubic lattice. This correction
is expected to be much smaller than the previous one for
aqueous solutions.55 Indeed, for our box size (about 6 nm,
see the next section, Section 2.5), it is expected to be 0.5
kJ/mol or smaller.56

2.5. Computational Details. All classical molecular
dynamics simulations were performed using the GROMACS
package.57,58 Parameters and references are listed in Table
1.

Simulations were performed at the following ionic strength:
0.01, 0.15, 0.67, 1.39, 3.27, 4.28, and 4.80 m for KCl aqueous
solution and 0.01, 0.15, 0.67, 1.39, 3.27, 4.80, and 5.56 m
for the NaCl aqueous solution. The composition of the
systems is listed in Table 2. An edge of 6.0 nm was chosen
for the initial (cubic) simulation cell. The cell proved to be
large enough to yield good statistics for ion pairs at low-
ionic strength and to correct estimates of the bulk properties
of water, such as the dielectric constant61 (also see Supporting
Information). Ions were randomly placed inside a water box
with separation longer than 0.45 nm. Each system was
equilibrated for 1 ns with a time step of 2 fs in a
Nośe-Hoover thermostat62,63 at 298 K and with a Parrinello-
Rahman barostat64 at 1 bar. The PME method51 was used
to treat the long-range electrostatic interaction in the periodic
system. Medium-high accuracy settings for PME were
adopted,65 in which the number of grid points for the
reciprocal space calculation of the electrostatic energy
calculation was 0.01 nm, a sixth degree B-spline interpolation
was used, and the width of the screening Gaussian charge η
was set to be 3.4 nm-1. The van der Waals and short-range
Coulomb interaction cutoff was 0.1 nm. The dispersion
correction term was applied to the energy and pressure.66

The SETTLE algorithm67 was used for the rigid water
models (namely TIP3P and SPC/E).

Free energy calculations were carried out in the NVT
ensemble with a Nośe-Hoover thermostat62,63 at 298 K,
staring from the last frame of the equilibration run. A two-
stage69 replica-exchange TI42-44 was used to calculate the
excess chemical potential. In the first stage, the ion was
gradually neutralized, whereas in the second stage, the van

µX
I,ex ) µX

o,ex + RTln γX + zF(�I - �o) (2)

∆µX
I,ex ) RTln γX + zF(�I - �o) (3)

∆µNaCl
I,ex ) (∆µNa+

I,ex + ∆µCl-
I,ex)/2 (4)

RTln γX ) -1
�

ln∫0

1
dλ〈UI〉I,λ + 1

�
ln∫0

1
dλ〈Uo〉o,λ (5)

1
2

q2(1 - 1
ε(0))�Ew (6)
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der Waals interaction was slowly switched off. A soft-core
potential was used to avoid singularity of force when testing
whether an ion appeared or disappeared.70 At each stage,
10 equispaced λ windows were sampled. For each λ window,
simulations were started from uncorrelated configurations.
Exchanges between neighboring λ configurations were at-
tempted every 3 ps. The first ps of each of these 3 ps
simulations was discarded. A total of 2 ns long trajectories
were collected for each replica-exchange TI stage. The
trapezoid rule was used to integrate the averaged thermo-
dynamics force profile. The statistical error of each window
was estimated by block averaging,71 and the final error of
the free energy difference was calculated by error propagation.

The calculation of the surface potential was carried out in
an orthorhombic cell in a 8.4 nm thick slab containing water
and ions in the same composition as used in the free energy
calculation. The spacing along the z-axis was large enough
to create two vapor-liquid interfaces and three-dimensional
(3D) periodic boundary conditions were applied. The box
size was chosen around 2.8 × 2.8 × 8.4 nm, as is usual in
simulations of the surface potential of an air-liquid
interface.48,49,52-54 Each simulation was performed for 10
ns in NVT ensemble with a Nośe-Hoover thermostat at
298K.62,63 Electrostatic potential was evaluated from the
averaged charge density profile along the z-axis. The density
was calculated on a 0.02 nm grid.72

3. Result and Discussions

3.1. ∆µKCl
I, ex and ∆µNaCl

I, ex : Comparison between Cal-
culated Values and Experiment. Our calculation for salts
∆µKCl

I, ex and ∆µNaCl
I, ex using the newly developed AMBER-TIP3P

force field26 reproduces quantitatively the experimental data

(Figure 1), as previously reported.73,74 The CHARMM-
TIP3P and Dang95-SPC/E force field-based calculations
predict accurately the values for the KCl and NaCl solutions,
respectively (Figure 2). All the other potential models are
not as good (Figure 2). It is of interest to notice that a recent
study75 showed that the CHARMM parameters for Na-Cl
interactions generated from the Lorentz-Berthelot combina-
tion rule lead to a larger underestimation of osmotic
pressuresa probe for ions activitys12 than the corresponding
one for K-Cl interactions.

3.2. Calculation of ∆µX
I, ex. The calculated values for

individual ions ∆µX
I, ex (X ) Na+, K+, and Cl-) are as

scattered at finite I as the corresponding ones for the KCl

Table 1. L-J Parameters of Ion Models and the Mixing Rules

model atom σ (nm) ε (kJ/mol) q (e) mixing rule

Na+ 0.21595 1.47545 1.0
AMBER26 (SPC/E) K+ 0.28384 1.79789 1.0 Lorentz-Berthelot

Cl- 0.48305 0.05349 -1.0
Na+ 0.24393 0.36585 1.0

AMBER26 (TIP3P) K+ 0.30380 0.81041 1.0 Lorentz-Berthelot
Cl- 0.44776 0.14891 -1.0
Na+ 0.24299 0.19623 1.0

CHARMM27,28 K+ 0.31426 0.36401 1.0 Lorentz-Berthelot
Cl- 0.40447 0.62760 -1.0
Na+ 0.33304 0.01160 1.0

OPLS29 K+ 0.49346 0.00137 1.0 geometric
Cl- 0.44172 0.49283 -1.0
Na+ 0.25840 0.41840 1.0

Dang9530 K+ 0.33320 0.41840 1.0 Lorentz-Berthelot
Cl- 0.44010 0.41840 -1.0

SPC/E31 O 0.31660 0.65060 -0.8476
H 0.00 0.00 0.4238

TIP3P32 O 0.31510 0.63640 -0.834
H 0.00 0.00 0.417
H59,60 0.04000 0.19246 0.417

Table 2. Numbers of Water Nwater and Ion Pairs Nion pair in
the Simulation System

ionic strength (m)

0.01 0.15 0.67 1.39 3.27 4.28 4.80 5.56

Nwater
68 7804 7764 7624 7436 6986 6766 6656 6504

Nion pair 0 20 90 184 409 519 574 650

Figure 1. Calculated excess (electro-)chemical potential
differences for KCl ∆µKCl

I, ex and NaCl ∆µNaCl
I, ex, based on the newly

developed AMBER-TIP3P force field,26 plotted as a function
of the square root of the m ionic strength. Comparing is made
with experimental data.34
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and NaCl salts (Figure 3). This hints that thermodynamics
of ions using different force fields differ from each other at
finite I.

The magnitude of these values for ∆µX
I, ex is comparable

with that of the available experimentally derived data.24

However, the calculated ∆µK+I, ex increases with I more than
∆µNa+

I, ex. The opposite trend is found in the experimental
estimates.76 Similarly, the calculated ∆µCl-

I, ex decreases with
I more in the KCl solution than it does in the NaCl solution.

The opposite occurs for the experimentally derived values.
These significant discrepancies may arise from several errors
and assumptions from both theory and experiments, as
discussed in the Introduction Section.

To provide some hints of the origin of errors specific to
the calculations, we focus here on comparisons against results
obtained using higher level calculations. These are available
only for the electrical contribution zF(�I - �°).

3.3. Some Considerations on the Electrical Contri-
bution zF(�I - �°). In this section, we report our calculated
values for zF(�I - �°) at finite I and compare with previous
calculations, based on polarizable force fields.48,49 Notice
that also the latter results, even though they are expected to
be much more accurate than those based on a nonpolarizable
force field, still cannot present the exact Galvani potential.
This is because they do not fully take into account the
contribution due to the molecular quadrupoles.36,37

The calculated electrical contribution zF(�I - �°) to
∆µK+I, ex increases linearly with I for all the force fields used
here, ranging from 0 to 16 kJ/mol (Figure 4).77,78 The range
of the calculated values of zF(�I - �°) is comparable to
that obtained by polarizable ion/water force field-based
calculations at I ) 1 m (from 1 to 4 kJ/mol versus 3.4
kJ/mol).48,79

The overall values of calculated zF(�I - �°) for a Na+

range is from -3 to 3 kJ/mol. Thus, the values of zF(�I -
�°) at I ) 1 m range from -1 to 0.5 kJ/mol, to be compared
with the value obtained with a polarizable force field of 3.5
kJ/mol.49,79 We conclude that nonpolarizable models for the
NaCl solution are not able to reproduce the results of
polarizable models.

The experiments estimated an increase of the Galvani
potential in both KCl and NaCl electrolyte solutions at finite
I.37,80,81 However the quantities are all much smaller (about

Figure 2. Deviations ε of calculated excess (electro-)chemical
potential differences for KCl ∆µKCl

I, ex and NaCl ∆µNaCl
I, ex from

experimental data34 plotted as a function of the m ionic
strength. The shadow area covers the deviation ε within (0.5
kJ/mol. The results obtained with all the force fields considered
in this work are presented.

Figure 3. Calculated excess (electro-)chemical potential
differences for single ions ∆µX

I, ex (X ) Na+, K+, and Cl-) in
KCl and NaCl solutions, plotted as a function of the m ionic
strength. The results obtained with all the force fields con-
sidered in this work are presented. Experimentally derived
estimates are also reported.24

Figure 4. Calculated electrical contribution zF(�I - �°) to
∆µX

I, ex for K+ and Na+ in KCl and NaCl, respectively (z ) 1),
plotted as a function of the m ionic strength I. The results
obtained with all the force fields considered in this work are
presented.
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0.2 and 0.3 kJ/mol for KCl80,82 and NaCl, respectively, at I
) 1 m).80,82 The very large discrepancies between theory
and experiment reflect the difficulties in experimental
measurement of the Galvani potential (see Introduction
Section) as well as limitations of the molecular simulation
methods outlined in the Introduction.

3.4. RT ln γCl-: Dependence from the Types of Coun-
terions. The chemical contribution RT ln γCl- as a function
of I depends on the type of counterion for all the force fields
used here (Figure 5).

As mentioned before, RT ln γCl- reflects the change of
intermolecular interactions between Cl--ion and Cl--water
at finite I. This change in electrolyte solution is often
attributed to the electrostatic interactions as a first ap-
proximation.83 We find the Cl--ion electrostatic contribution
to RT ln γX of the NaCl solution is dramatically different
from that of the KCl solution, obtained from a calculation
based on the newly developed AMBER-SPC/E force field26,84

(inset in Figure 5). Similar conclusions can be drawn for
Cl--water electrostatic contributions in the two salt solutions
(data not shown).

4. Implication for Biological Systems

The success of predicting the values for salts is gratifying with
some of the force fields considered here, especially considering
their very simple functional form. The success testifies to the
care with which force fields have been developed. However,
the challenges reported previously,13,20-22,55,85 and addressed
here, do remain in the prediction of ∆µX

I, ex (X ) Na+, K+, and
Cl-) and in particular of the electric contribution to it (see
Sections 2.3 and 3.3). These difficulties may be even larger
when modeling biological systems. Such difficulties do not
come without consequence. Consider the simple identification
of an ion channel, as done by (literally) thousands of laboratories

every day. That identification depends on the measurement and
identity of the (so-called) reversal potential,86,87 which is the
experimental estimator of the gradient of chemical potential or
the equilibrium potential, as it was called by Hodgkin and
Huxley.88,89 The name of the channel is often determined by
its selectivity90-93(e.g., sodium, potassium, or chloride chan-
nels), and that in turn depends on the identification of the
reversal potential with the gradient of chemical potential of one
ion. If in fact ∆µX

I, ex is not accurately included94-98 in the
calculation of the gradient of chemical potential (when using
concentration of ions as inputs), then the channel identification
may be askew.97

The selectivity properties of ion channels are crucially
important to their function. Ions that differ in their nonideal
properties, like Na+ and K+, carry different ‘messages’ (i.e.,
signals) to different systems of the cell, and so there is enormous
literature trying to measure, understand, simulate, control, and
even synthesize99-101 the selectivity of different types of
channels. Estimates and computations of selectivity depend
critically on estimates of ∆µX

I, ex, because many types of ions
differ only because they are nonideal. Similar considera-
tions87,102-113 are likely to apply to a myriad of other biological
events. Many important biological properties arise because of
the nonideal properties of individual types of ions.

5. Conclusion
We have established the quality of a variety of standard ion/
water force fields commonly used in biological simulation, for
the calculation of the excess (electro-)chemical potential for KCl
∆µKCl

I, ex and for NaCl ∆µNaCl
I, ex. Specifically, the AMBER26 (the

newly developed), CHARMM,27,28 OPLS,29 and Dang9530

were considered in combination with SPC/E31 and TIP3P32

water models. The calculation based on the newly developed
AMBER-TIP3P agrees well with the experimental values for
both KCl and NaCl solutions, as previously reported.73 Instead
the CHARMM-TIP3P potential agrees well with the KCl salt,
whereas the Dang95-SPC/E potential agrees well with the NaCl
salt. The other potential models do not give good results for
either of the two aqueous solutions studied. Hence, care should
be taken in biomolecular simulations when using these force
fields at physiological I.

The calculated ∆µNa+
I, ex values are similar to those of ∆µK+I, ex.

The calculated values are as scattered at finite I as the
corresponding ones for the KCl and NaCl salts. Only the
calculated electric contribution zF(�I - �°) of K+ is consistent
with reported higher level calculations with polarizable ion/
water force fields.48

The calculated chemical contribution RT ln γCl- to ∆µCl-
I, ex

depends on the type of counterions present. This result may
be of interest for force field calculations of Cl--dependent
biological systems (such as chloride channels).114
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li for helpful discussion on the replica-exchange method. We
thank the reviewers for their highly valuable comments on
the manuscript.

Supporting Information Available: Tests of the
convergence of free-energy calculation, calculated dielectric
constants as a function of ionic strength, estimates of the

Figure 5. Calculated chemical contribution RT ln γCl- in KCl
and NaCl aqueous solutions, plotted as a function of the m
ionic strength. The results obtained with all the force fields
considered in this work are presented. Inset: Cl--ion elec-
trostatic contribution to RT ln γCl- based on the newly devel-
oped AMBER-SPC/E force field.26
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Galvani potential of pure water as well as the density profiles
of concentrated salt solutions. This material is available free
of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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A Convergence of free-energy calculation

The convergence of the free-energy estimate was tested running simulations starting from differ-
ent (uncorrelated) configurations, using different numbers ofλ windows and different sampling
times. Specifically,

〈

U I
〉LJ

I,λ
and

〈

U I
〉Q

I,λ
contributions to free energy have been calculated us-

ing straightforward TI and its replica-exchange variant. For sake of simplicity, in the following
only the results obtained for the newly developed AMBER-SPC/E potential [1] are discussed.
Similar features are expected for the other force-fields.

As can be seen from Figure S1 (bottom, left panel), when using replica-exchange TI, the
term

〈

U I
〉LJ

I,λ
turns out not to depend significantly on the initial configuration. Conversely,

using straightforward TI results strongly depend on the initial configuration (Figure S1 (top,
left panel). Similar conclusions are obtained for the term

〈

U I
〉Q

I,λ
(Data not shown). As a

whole, the final free energy difference− 1

β
ln

∫

1

0
dλ

〈

U I
〉

I,λ
can change as much as 5 kJ/mol

changing the starting point of simulations using straightforward TI.
The dependence of the average from the number ofλ windows is reported in Figure S1 (right

panel) for the term
〈

U I
〉Q

I,λ
. We remark that this is the larger of the two contributions to the

thermodynamic force
〈

U I
〉

I,λ
. As can be seen, 10λ windows are sufficient to have converged

values using with replica-exchange TI. The same is not likely to be true for the straightforward
TI.

B Dielectric constants of ionic solutions

See Figure S2.

C Estimates of the Galvani potential of pure water

See Table S1.

D Density profiles of concentrated salt aqueous solutions

See Figure S3. Similar results apply for other force-fields used in the text (Data not shown).
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Figure S1: Ensemble averages of the Lennard-Jones potential contribution,
〈

U I
〉LJ

I,λ
(left), and

the electrostatic interaction contribution,
〈

U I
〉Q

I,λ
(right), to the thermodynamic force

〈

U I
〉

I,λ

for the KCl solution at 3.27m calculated for the newly developed AMBER-SPC/E potential [1].
Each contribution is calculated with both straightforward TI and replica-exchange TI, plotted as
function of the coupling parameterλ. Comparison between different initial configurations and
different numbers ofλ windows is made for

〈

U I
〉LJ

I,λ
and

〈

U I
〉Q

I,λ
, respectively. In each point,

the average is calculated over a 200 ps trajectory.
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Figure S2: Calculated and experimental [2] static dielectric constantǫ(0) as a function of the
molal ionic strengthI for KCl and NaCl aqueous solutions.

Table S1: Estimates of the Galvani potential of pure liquid waterϕ◦ at 298 K. Results obtained
in the present work are compared with previous calculations and experimental-derived values.

This Work Ref.
SPC/E -0.59V -0.55V[3]
TIP3P -0.52V -0.52V[4], -0.50V[5]
DFT – 4V[6], -0.018V[7]
Exp. – 0.15V[8]
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